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Advertising online
Advertising on the Internet can be an important part of an online
marketing strategy, helping to drive traffic to a website. Research
shows that online advertising works well with other forms of
advertising to help give a business significant uplift in exposure. Unlike
some traditional forms of advertising, online advertising can deliver
visitors immediately — through a simple click on your ad and, most
importantly, provides measurable results.
Where to advertise online
To maximise the effectiveness of your online advertising you need to
ensure that your ads appear in the right place by selecting websites
that can deliver the right audience for your business. For instance,
you might consider online
publications or pricecomparison sites, also
known as meta search sites,
such as TripAdvisor and
Trivago that cater to your
target market. These are
discussed in the Taking Bookings Online section.
A simple and effective way to find the most appropriate websites is to
put yourself in your customers’ shoes, by typing in the sort of search
terms that they would use e.g. if you were looking for a hotel in York,
as a customer you would be likely to search for ‘York hotels’.

TOP
TIP

Think like your potential
customers

There are two primary types of advertising you can purchase from
search engines to increase your visibility.
1. Search engine
advertising - If you want
to increase website traffic,
you could consider pay per
click (PPC) advertising. You
only pay for the viewers who actually click on the ad and come to your
site. It is important to stress that your website needs to capture the
imagination of the person who has clicked on your ad to keep them on
your website. See the section on Websites for more detail.
2. Network advertising - You can also buy advertising from a ‘content
network’ that uses search technology to automatically display your
ads on different websites that are likely to have the right audience.
Although you have less control over exactly where your online
advertising appears, this can be very effective.
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You can pay for website advertising with a price based on the number
of times the ad is displayed. So the more viewers that see your ad (or
at least the page on which your ad is shown) the more you pay. This
simple form of payment might suit you if the aim of your Internet
advertising is to build brand exposure. It’s often referred to as CPM cost per thousand (with M being the roman numeral for 1,000).
Google AdWords
Google AdWords is an advertising system based on an auction model.
This means that the more you are prepared to bid for your ad the
better (or higher) its position will be in the search results. Every time
a user enters a search query, the AdWords system runs a new auction
to decide which ads to show and where to put them. It also allows
a business to track their ad spend and profits at every level, as well as
cap the maximum amount a business can pay each day.
96% of all search engine
searches in the UK are
conducted on Google, so
although there a number of
other search engines available
to advertise with, we have
focused on using their Google
Adwords product.
Search engines find the most
relevant results from key
phrases typed into the search box. Since this is automated, there’s a
lot that goes on behind the scenes when the user presses the search
button.
With Google, there are two types of search results; organic and paid.
The organic search results are all the
free listings. These listings are based
on over 200 factors, including on-site
and offsite (link building) factors.
Gaining high rankings in the organic
results is the goal of many businesses
because it’s free and many people
choose to click on these listings. For
guidance on how to gain a higher
ranking on Google, read the Building
a Website and SEO module.
Although these are free, for your business to show on the first page
of results can require a huge time commitment, which is why many
businesses are willing to pay to appear in search results automatically.
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AdWords ads a have slightly different look than the organic search
results. They can be found on the top, side and bottom of the search
engine results page.
AdWords displays text ads on Google.co.uk, on partner sites
(e.g. Gmail, Google Maps, Blogger) and on over 1 million web,
video, gaming, and mobile display partners.
AdWords Networks
There are two main advertising options within the Google network.
These are the Search Network and the Display Network. A business
can use both or choose just one network to advertise on.
The Search Network - This
consists mainly of traditional ads
running on Google.co.uk. Text ads
are primarily used on the Search
Network. Ads may also run on
Google shopping, Google Images,
Google Maps and other search
sites that partner with Google search.
The Display Network - Google sites like YouTube, Blogger and Gmail
are all part of the display network. In addition to these Google owned
sites, there are almost 1 million other websites that businesses can
choose to advertise on such as netdoctor.co.uk and timeout.com.

A business can use text, image or video formats in the Display
Network. It is not just text ads like those on the Search Network.
Video and image ads can really boost the performance of online
campaigns on the Display Network.
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Facebook advertising
When a business has
created a Facebook
Business Page, they can
advertise that page on the
Facebook network. Ads
on the Facebook network
can be targeted based on
demographic, location and specific interests.
Just like Google Ads, a business can choose a daily budget for their ad
or set a budget for the lifetime of the ad campaign. This means that
the ad will continue to appear until the budget expires.
Using online travel agents and meta search sites
Creating an account with Booking.com, Expedia, TripAdvisor or any
other of the online travel agents and meta search websites and then
displaying rates and availability is another form of online advertising.
The commission paid for any bookings received can be considered as
part of your marketing budget.

Online travel agents and meta search sites are discussed in detail in the
section Taking Bookings Online.
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